The future of Evaluation for the future

1st virtual conference for Emerging Evaluators

Meet other emerging evaluators in Europe and beyond and discuss new perspectives on the field of evaluation!

19th September
program

OPENING: PLENARY SESSIONS

WORKSHOPS

- METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
  Debate methodological challenges and solutions.

- COMING TO EVALUATION FROM OTHER PROFESSIONS
  Identify common stumbling blocks for newcomers from other professions and discuss ways to overcome them.

- EMERGING EVALUATORS NETWORKS
  Exchange ideas, good practices and discuss collaboration among emerging evaluators networks.

CLOSING PANEL

- Deadline for submission of abstracts: 30 JUN 2015

www.emergingevaluators2015.org

Need more information? julia.brummer@gmail.com

Organized by the Thematic Working Group for Emerging Evaluators - European Evaluation Society